
Stryker Prime X™
X-ray Stretcher

Prime Series® Stretchers
The Stryker Prime Solution, Now with X-Ray Capability

Advanced mobility, safety and efficiency combine with the Clearview Technology platform.

The Prime X X-Ray Stretcher is the next generation of Prime Series Stretchers, loaded with all of the features you already love — now, with X-ray capability. Stryker’s exclusive Clearview Technology platform provides similar image quality to that of a stationary X-ray table, on the Prime Series Stretcher mobile platform.

- 360 degree access for cassette placement
- 52% larger imaging window
- 700 lb. weight capacity
- Integrated scale
- Power-washable design

The results? Increased safety; incredible efficiency.

Pneumatic Backrest
Allows caregivers to raise the backrest without the risk of damaging expensive cassettes and detectors.

Clearview Technology™ Platform
Structural foam encased by two layers of ABS composite offers comparable image quality to X-ray tables.

Easy ID
The Prime X X-ray Stretcher exclusively utilizes a red color scheme on its handles, side-rails, bumpers and accent rings so that your X-ray stretcher is easily identified.

Electric Lift
With electric lift, simply touch the pedal to raise the litter. Available on Fifth Wheel and Big Wheel Advanced Mobility models.

Advanced Mobility
Choose from retractable Fifth Wheel Advanced Mobility and Cornering, Big Wheel Advanced Mobility which can reduce start-up forces by up to 50%, or Zoom® Motorized eliminates manual pushing.

Stryker stretchers have been the industry benchmark for decades, and Stryker’s Prime Series Stretchers continues the tradition.
The Prime X X-ray Stretcher offers the safety and efficiency of the Prime Series Stretcher, now with the Clearview Technology platform.
**Advanced Mobility**

Choose from retractable Fifth Wheel that provides controlled traction and cornering, Big Wheel® Advanced Mobility which can reduce start-up forces by up to 50% and steering effort up to 60%, or Zoom® Motorized Drive System which virtually eliminates manual pushing.

**Glideaway™ Siderails**
Offer maximum patient security when raised and lower with no pinch points to be completely out of the way to ensure zero transfer gap.

**Integrated Scale**
Helps reduce unnecessary patient transfers by providing accurate weights with the patient in the stretcher. This section is completely sealed for effective power washing or manual cleaning.

**Four-Sided Brakes and Hydraulic Controls**
Brakes on all casters lock both rotation and swivel for superior security. Brake and hydraulic controls are available on all four sides for quick and easy accessibility.

**NOT: Options not available in all countries. Please contact your local country representative to learn of availability in your area.**
The Prime X X-ray Stretcher allows you to **adjust the cassette to the patient** rather than the patient to the cassette.

The unique dual-deck design allows positioning of cassettes at any point under the patient, from head to foot and side-to-side. Open architecture accommodates virtually any size of cassette.

**Open Cassette Platform** and a full 360° of access allows positioning of cassettes from head end to foot end.

**Easy to Raise Foot Section** offers enhanced cleanability through convenient access to the cassette platform.

**Beveled Edges and Visual Alignment Guides** make positioning the cassette to the patient simple.

**Mobile X-ray platform** helps reduce patient transfers, offering a versatile solution throughout the hospital.